
Summer Enrichment 
Oceanside Collegiate Academy 

“Books are the quietest and most constant of friends; they are the most 

accessible and wisest of counselors, and the most patient of teachers.”  

― Charles William Eliot 

“I’m bored. I have nothing to do,” say many teenagers in the summer.  I say, “Read!” Although we do 

not require specific summer reading texts for our students, we highly recommend they read quality 

literature. This not only prevents their dreaded boredom but also their slow leakage of analytical skills as 

they stare at their phones.  Students can read as many books as they like from the list below and 

continue to enhance their reading and critical thinking skills. Though this work would not be graded, our 

high-schoolers can rest assured that their time is better spent reading literature than playing on their 

phones. It’s true. To further the great effect of this reading, they can write! Good readers seek meaning 

in the work. To find this, they can do the following as they read: 1) highlight significant passages (ones 

that are repetitive, interesting, enlightening) 2) list the characters, a description of their traits, and page 

numbers which correspond 3) a summary or timeline of the major events. Finally, students should 

identify the major theme/s of the text and write a thesis that argues one major element of the theme 

and a paragraph explaining it, using quotes that support these ideas. They could compile all of their 

writing into a journal or an anthology, one they can keep for future literature courses or for bragging 

rights. Creative students might try mimicking the author’s techniques and write a missing chapter/scene 

or write a poem that demonstrates a theme developed in the book as well.  (Feel free to mix and 

match.) This compilation could be submitted to your English I or II teacher for extra points on a low 

quiz or test score in the first quarter of the year. Some of these books are ones that we use in our 

curriculum, but if you’re new to OCA, you will want to be aligned with your classmates.  

“It is what you read when you don't have to that determines what you 
will be when you can't help it.”  
― Oscar Wilde 

 

Suggested reading lists by grade level, see next page. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4398096.Charles_William_Eliot
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/3565.Oscar_Wilde


Rising 9th graders     Rising 10th graders 

The Iliad (Homer)     Macbeth (Shakespeare) 

Mythology (Edith Hamilton)    Much Ado About Nothing (Shakespeare) 

Where the Red Fern Grows (Wilson Rawls)  A Separate Peace (John Knowles) 

Animal Farm (George Orwell)    Fahrenheit 451 (Ray Bradbury) 

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde  Great Expectations (Charles Dickens) 

(Robert Louis Stevenson)    Brave New World (Alduous Huxley) 

The Old Man and the Sea (Ernest Hemingway)  Gulliver’s Travels (Jonathan Swift) 

Life of Pi (Yann Martel)     The Pearl (John Steinbeck) 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Mark Twain)  Watership Down (Richard Adams) 

I Am One of You Forever (Fred Chappell) 

 

Rising 11th graders      Rising 12th graders 

Between Shades of Gray (Ruta Sepetys)   The Awakening (Kate Chopin) 

Frankenstein (Mary Shelley)    Jane Eyre (Charlotte Bronte) 

Othello (Shakespeare)     Pride and Prejudice (Jane Austen)  

Unbroken (Laura Hillenbrand)    Tess of the D’Urbervilles (Thomas Hardy) 

Siddhartha (Hermann Hesse)    A Farewell to Arms (Ernest Hemingway)   

Wuthering Heights (Emily Bronte)   Catcher in the Rye (J.D. Salinger) 

Madame Bovary (Gustave Flaubert)   Anna Karenina (Leo Tolstoy) 

The Old Man and the Boy (Robert Ruark)  Of Mice and Men (John Steinbeck)   

The Glass Castle (Jeannette Walls)   The Bell Jar (Sylvia Plath) 

Return of the Native (Thomas Hardy)   Middlemarch (George Eliot)  

The Age of Innocence (Edith Wharton) The Moon in the Mango Tree (Pamela Binnings 

In Cold Blood (Truman Capote) (Ewen)      
    

 


